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Abstract: In hydrology, like many other scientific disciplines with large computational demands, scientists have created a significant and growing collection of software tools for data manipulation, analysis, and simulation. While core computation model software are likely to be well maintained by the groups that develop these codes, other software such as data pre- and post-processing tools, used less often but still critical to scientists, may receive less attention. These codes will become “legacy” software, simply meaning that the software is out of date by modern standards. A challenge facing the scientific community is how to maintain this legacy software so that it achieves reproducible results now and in the future, with minimal investment of resources. This talk will present an example of this problem in hydrology with the pre-processing tools used to create a Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model simulation. The data processing pipeline for creating the input files for VIC is complex requiring code written over the years by various student researchers and sometimes requiring out-of-date compilers (e.g., FORTRAN 77) to compile portions of the code. We are confident that the use of legacy software is not a unique problem for VIC, but rather a wider problem common with other hydrologic models and scientific modeling in general. Through prior work, we have automated a VIC data processing pipeline, but moving these pipelines to new machines remains a significant challenge due in large part to the need to install legacy software dependencies. This work takes the following steps to address these challenges. The first step is to create containers using Docker to more easily execute legacy software across machines. This is done using the NSF funded projects GeoDataspace and Data Net Federation (DFC) to create and execute the Docker container as a Web application. The second step is to capture metadata for the large number of processing tools within the VIC data processing pipeline so that provenance of the software can be more easily tracked in the future. This is done using metadata frameworks created through the NSF funded HydroShare and OntoSoft projects. This methodology could serve as a general approach for making data processing pipelines more transparent and reproducible.
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